
ABOUT ME
Motivated, enthusiastic and hard-working Software Developer, always
seeking to leverage code writing and programming skills. A creative
thinker, adept in software development and working with various
programming languages.

WORK EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Valton
Sherifi

CONTACT 

LinkedIn: https://
www.linkedin.com/in/valton-
sherifi-1b56741ba/ 
Other: https://github.com/
valtonsherifi 
Instagram: https://
www.instagram.com/
javacoders_training/ 

Mati 1, Muharrem Fejza, null 
10000 Prishtine, Kosovo 



sherifi.valton@gmail.com 

(+383) 45836681 

05/2021 – CURRENT – Prishtine, Kosovo 

Responsible for J2EE backend development, JSP for web pages and
Oracle as RDBMS.

Maintain existing code, perform analysis, and code solutions for
identified bugs and feature enhancements.
Maintain and improve upon standard code practices and
patterns.
Responsible for creating new modules to adapt in complex
structure.

Responsible for automation testing Evaluo.org 
Responsible to find the fastest frameworks for automation-
testing
Developing and maintaining automated unit test cases
Selenium, Python(Pytest), Java(TestNG)

Responsible for backend development of 'Reago'
Database development with PostgreSQL
Microservices development with Java - Micronaut Framework
RESTful Api

Java Software developer 
SmartBits 

◦ 

◦ 

◦ 

◦ 

◦ 
◦ 

◦ 
◦ 
◦ 

01/10/2017 – CURRENT 

Field(s) of study
Computer Engineering 

09/2021 – CURRENT

04/2021 – 05/2021 

12/2020 – 03/2021 

Bachelor 
University of Prishtina 

◦ 

Enterprise Java Application Developer 
STIKK – Kosovo ICT Association 

Web Development 
ODK - Open Data Kosovo 

Java Advanced 
Probit Academy 
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LANGUAGE SKILLS 
MOTHER TONGUE(S):  Albanian 

OTHER LANGUAGE(S):  

English 

Listening
C2

Reading
C2

Spoken
production

C2

Spoken
interaction

C2

Writing
C2

PROJECTS 

DIGITAL SKILLS 

https://github.com/ValtonSherifi/project-management-Spring-Boot 
This project handles two crucial entities for the application purpose,
the
Project Entity, and the Employee Entity. Thus, by maintaining the
employees and projects and having a relationship between these two
we have additional tables to help the purpose of perceiving the flow of
the project and the involvement of the employees in projects.

https://github.com/ValtonSherifi/fleetapp--Spring-boot 
This fleet app management project has many correlated entities, with
one purpose and two main subjects, the employee which has to
deliver
the order, ordered by a user.

https://github.com/ValtonSherifi/blog-laravel 
Blog web app allows people to register/login and post blogs. Posts/
Blogs
of all the users are in the Blog section, ordered by time.
Users can add, edit, delete only their own posts. In the Profiles section
we have a table with all users, and by clicking on their name we can
see
only the particular user's posts.

Project Management - Java Spring boot(MVC,
Hibernate, Thymeleaf, Security, JPA)

Fleet App - Java Spring Boot

Blog - Laravel

Java, Spring Boot(MVC, AOP, REST, Thymeleaf), Python, PHP, Laravel,
SQL, MongoDB, HTML 5, CSS, JavaScript.

Skills 

https://github.com/ValtonSherifi/project-management-Spring-Boot
https://github.com/ValtonSherifi/fleetapp--Spring-boot
https://github.com/ValtonSherifi/blog-laravel
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